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Authors, Welcome to SpringerOpen
Your New Home for Open Access Publishing
SpringerOpen enables you to satisfy open access mandates with the peace of mind that comes
from working with a trusted partner like Springer. With SpringerOpen, you will retain copyright
to your article while broadening distribution to the largest possible audience, maximizing
visibility and citations for your work.
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Why Should You Publish with SpringerOpen?
7 Unrestricted Online Access to Your Research
SpringerOpen journals are freely available to all audiences, expanding distribution,
raising your profile and maximizing discoverability and citations for your work.
7 You Retain the Copyright
All articles are published under the Creative Commons Attribution License
which allows for unrestricted re-use and distribution of your work, provided it
receives proper attribution.
7 Rigorous Peer and Editorial Review
SpringerOpen journals are subject to the same high quality peer review standards
that you and your readers have come to expect from Springer.
7 Publish Your Work Quickly
SpringerOpen’s streamlined online submission and production process enables
your work to be quickly reviewed, approved and published.
7 Comply with Open Access Mandates
Articles published in SpringerOpen journals comply with open access mandates
from funding sources or academic institutions in the fastest and easiest way.
7 Citation Tracking and Inclusion in Bibliographic Databases
SpringerOpen journals can be tracked for impact factors just as traditional journals
and are deposited into bibliographic databases and institutional repositories
without any embargo period.
7 Broaden Your Audience through Different Platforms
Your articles will be made freely available on the SpringerOpen website as well as
through SpringerLink, the world’s most complete online collection of STM content.

Follow SpringerOpen on Twitter
7 twitter.com/springeropen
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We Have You Covered
SpringerOpen journals cover all disciplines within the science, technology and
medicine (STM) fields, so your work can find a home no matter what your field
of research.

From
astronomy
to zoology...

Giving
authors in
all areas...

The
opportunity
to publish
open access.

For a full list of journals, please visit 7 springeropen.com/journals

Articles published in SpringerOpen journals are
freely available on the SpringerOpen website
as well as on SpringerLink

Are Costs a Concern? Our Open Access
Membership Program Can Help
In open access publishing, it is often left to the author to cover the financial costs for
publishing their work. This burden is frequently a barrier that discourages authors from
leveraging the open access model and enjoying all of its advantages.
SpringerOpen can help. Our Open Access Membership Program enables academic and
research institutions, societies and funders to actively support open access publishing
by covering the publication costs, lifting some or all of the financial burden from you,
the individual author. Authors from member institutions can publish their work in any
SpringerOpen journal at a reduced rate or even no cost at all.
We already have over 350 member institutions in more than 40 countries.

To find out if your academic institution or society is a member,
please visit 7 springeropen.com/libraries

Springer’s Open
Access Track Record
Over the past decade, the role of
open access publishing has been a
topic of ongoing debate within the
scientific community. Springer is
proud of our track record as a
participant in these discussions and
as an industry leader in establishing
open access as a model for expanding access to top quality scientific
publications for researchers
worldwide.
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2009
Driving collaboration
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access
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About Springer
Springer is a leading global scientific publisher of books and journals, delivering quality
content through innovative information products and services. Springer is part of the
publishing group Springer Science+Business Media. In the science, technology and medicine
(STM) sector, the group publishes around 2,000 journals and more than 6,500 new books a
year, as well as the largest STM eBook Collection worldwide. Springer has operations in about
20 countries in Europe, the USA, and Asia, and more than 5,000 employees.

About BioMed Central
The Open Access Publisher

BioMed Central, acquired by Springer in 2008, is an STM publisher, which has pioneered the
open access publishing model. BioMed Central’s portfolio encompasses over 200 open access
journals and various other products and services such as Open Repository, a hosted digital
repository solution for institutions. BioMed Central will continue to grow its portfolio while
providing its expertise and infrastructure to SpringerOpen.
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